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Fleuri'» Circular Saw Machin» Ne. 3
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The “ No. 4 Rapid Easy ”
with 10 inch plates, and its 
SOLID FRAME nr BED, is 
not only an extremely hand
some looking machine but the 
character of its work and its 
great capacity make it one of 
the best “ paying guests ” on 
the farm. Feed trough is Fl»ur»'« No. < Rapid Eaay”
long and broad giving feeding and screening capacity equal to 
the rapid work of the grinder. Heavy steel shaft with long 
bearings and heavy balance wheel. Rigid and durable, this 
machine is specially fitted for fast running and heavy work.

SAW YOUR
WOOD

Seven different styles of 
this popular and thoroughly 
efficient Straw Cutter are now 
made for hand, horse or belt 
power—with or without car
rier or blower. Used largely 
by hand, it is equally success
ful when run by rod direct to 
main shaft (knuckle taking Fleury’s Straw Cutter No. 2
the place of the washer in
front of krife-wheel) or by belt on 18-inch pulley, as shown in cut.

This machine cuts four lengths; is perfectly Simple, strong, well- 
fitted and finished. Will do more work with same power than any other 
style of cutter you can buy.

Frame of steel, angle bars well braced and strongly 
rivettcd together. Main Shaft is of fine machinery 
steel, of great wearing quality, running in boxes bab
bitted with high grade metal. On the table is bolted 
a hardwood board and in end of table near the saw is 
placed a roller which carries the timber to the saw.

Fleury Machine
WHITE FOR BOOKLET ‘BETTER FARMING,' GIVING COMPLETE INFORMATION

1 Good Luck ” Power with Grinder Attachment

As a power for driving any machinery 
with two or four horses the “ Good Luck ”
Triple Geared Power is unequalled. The 
above machine, set up with Arms and 
Tumbling Rod ready for horses and to drive 
another machine by rod direct, will be found one of the best time savers 
and effective dual-purpose machines now in use. The construction and 
finish are perfect. Thousands of them arc now in active service and 
giving the highest satisfaction. A machine of highest capability.

CUT YOUR 
FODDER

GRIND 
YOUR FEED
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